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The B-G News
Serving a Growing University Since 1920

Tuesday, November 15, 1966

Bowling Green State University, Bowling Green,

Volume 51, No. 33

Ohio

Hoover's Branding
Burns Local SDS
By JACK HARTMAN
Editorial Page Editor

CHARGING THROUGH the hoop could hove boon symbolic of the Falcon's
"charge" over Ohio University's Bobcats, 28-0 Saturday. Joe Souliere (26)
Falcon safety was one of the first through the sign, erected by the freshman
cheerleaders. (Photo by Mike Kuhlin.)

In the words of J. Edgar Hoover, director of the Federal Bureau of Investigation, Students for a Democratic Society
is "A youth group with active Communist infiltration."
The B-G News received a copy of the
testimony given by Mr. Hoover to the
Subcommittee on Appropriations of the
House of Representatives on Feb. 10,
1966.
It was supplied by the U.S. Department
of Justice following a request by the News.
The question of S.D.S. has come to
light on campus following the petitioning
of a local chapter of S.D.S. for recognition as a bonafide campus organization.
An organization must be recognized by
Student Cabinet to function legally on
campus. The local chapter's petition
comes up at Cabinet's meeting tomorrow.
Quoting from a description of Mr. Hoover's testimony:
"Mr. Hoover asserted that demonstrations protesting the United States' Viet
Nam policy have placed additional demands on FBI manpower because of the
Interest in and support of some of these
activities by certain subversive organizations including the Communist party,
the W.E.B. DuBois Clubs of America, and
others.
"Students for a Democratic Society, a
youth group with h active Communist Infiltration, is one of the most militant

'Frightened America' Theme
For SDS Discussion Forum
By ROY THOMSON
Staff Writer
An apathetic America and the values
of the Students for Democratic Society
were aired at an all campus forum and
discussion sponsored by SDS last Thursday evening In the cafeteria and lounge
of Harshman B.
Dr. Gilbert Abcarian, associate professor of political science and faculty
adviser for the group was the main
speaker for the forum.
Dr. Abcarian" s speech, "The Frightened
American," presented a satirical, conceptual model of the American, who believes "democracy equals maintaining the
status quo."
The "frightened American" approaches
world and national problems with a "closed
mind" and warps them by "oversimplification."
He is also a "romanticist," who has
an unshakable "faith in great men" and
believes "emotional effort" will solve
all problems.
Dr. Abcarian described the S.D.S. as
"a healthy countermovement that seeks
to replace the frightened Americans and
the stereotypes" of our society. Dr.
Abcarian said.
He congratulated the members of S.D.S.
for their "courage and incentive" in the
formation and goals of their organization.
Dr. Archie H. Jones, dean of thecollege
of liberal arts, served as forum moderator. Dean Jones stated he "strongly supports S.D.S." and the University policy
of freedom of political expression.
He went on to say that "a progressive
and democratic community enjoys disruption and discontent," because these
signal its advancement.
David George, chairman of the University S.D.S. chapter and a junior transfer
from Oberlln College, defined and clarified the principles and purposes of the
newly formed political organization.

"S.D.S. is a non-dogmatic, non-ideological,
radical
organization of individuals. " However, "we are radical
only in the sense that we believe nothing
is immune to criticism," George stated.
There are two principles that must be
accepted before joining: "The individual
should be involved in all decisions concerning himself," and "nothing is immune to criticism." George said.
"The members of the local S.D.S.
chapter are independent of the views held
b> the national organization," George
stated.
The national S.D.S. is comprised of
over 100 chapters, and its program began on April 17, 1965, through its organization of the 15,000 man anti- war "March
on Washington."
When asked why his organization appeared to foster wierd people, George
replied, "Radicalism is made of intellectual criticism and emotion, and the
kooks get carried away with this emo-

Changes To Advance
Commencement Date
The ending of second semester classes
has been moved back two days.fromMonday, May 29, to Saturday, May 27, Kenneth H. McFall, vice president, has announced.
Four other schedule changes were also
announced. Beginning of final exams has
been moved back from Wednesday, May
31, to Monday, May 29; the ending of
final exams has been changed from Tuesday, June 6, to Friday, June 2; and commencement has been changed from Saturday, June 10 to Sunday, June 4.

tional angle.
Also posed was the question of university reform. He said, "This campus
needs fundamental changes of power. We
should not be talking about university reform, but instead, openly talking about
university revolution."
In conclusion, George asked this question: "Are we going to build a society,
or are we going to be a part of the vicious
mass that blunders through history?"
Sandy Kelman, a graduate assistant
who teaches introductory economics at
the University of Michigan and a S.D.S.
member, was also a guest speaker.
Mr. Kelman said that S.D.S. primarily
seeks to level the "unproportlonate distribution" of power which he said occurs
at the governmental and university levels.
He gave an account of the S.D.S. fight
for student rights at the University of
Michigan, which involved picketing and
sit-ins.
"Students are asked to merely play
democracy," Mr. Kelman stated. "They
aren't given an opportunity to take a
responsible role in the administration of
their university lives.
Senior Charles R. Bass attended as a
representative of the University Party
and spoke briefly about student rights.
The second floor library lounge adjacent to the cafeteria was the site of a
sideline discussion.
Four University of Michigan S.D.S.
members, who were invited with guest
speaker Kelman to attend the S.D.S. forum, were engulfed by questions from
University students, as they left the dining
hall. The four were Nancy Blngham. Ted
Steege, Peter Roeper and Alice Flalkin.
They debated informally and answered
questions until 2:15 a.m.

organizations engaged in anti-Viet Nam
protests.
"This group sponsored a student march
on Washington in April, 1965, which attracted an estimated 15,000 participants.
Numerous Communist party members
were involved in this demonstration."
A letter from Francis X. Worthlngton
on behalf of J. Walter Yeagley, assistant
attorney general, accompanied the testimony.
It explained an enclosed list of "organizations that have been designated pursuant
to Executive Order No. 10450, relating to
the Federal employee security program,
the only authority under which we may
characterize organizations."
Students for Democratic society was
not included on the list, dated Nov. 1,
1955. Membership or non-membership
in a listed organization "is one factor
to be considered by the federal government in connection with employment of
individuals in federal service."
Quoting from the letter:
"We (the Justice Dept.) have checked
public information sources in our files
and library and have found that literature distributed bytheStudenBforaDemocratic Society discloses that in 1905 a
group of students and young professionals
banded together to form the Intercollegiate Socialist society which in 1917
changed its name to the League for Industrial Democracy.
"The literature claims that during the
1920's the Student League for Indiatrial
Democracy, the student department of the
League Indistrlal Democracy, distributed
Socialist literature, organized aid for
striking workers and the unemployed,
fought R.O.T.C. programs on college campuses, and organized student strikes for
peace.
"According to the literature, the Student League for Industrial Democracy was
reorganized in 1960 as the Students for a
Democratic Society, and the League issued
a joint statement in which they mutually
agreed to sever connections and disassociate.
"Students for a Democratic Society
sponsored a demonstration march on
Washington on April 17, 1965, protesting
United States' policy in Viet Nam and
also actively participated in such protest
demonstrations throughout various ciiies
of the country on Oct. 15 and 16, 1965.
"The first amendment to the Constitution guarantees to everyone the right to
express his views and opinions even though
critical of our foreign policy.
"However, an investigation is presently
being conducted to determine the extent
of Communist activity In these demonstrations, and whether any individual has
violated any federal law, such as tearing
up or burning draft cards, or counseling
others on specific ways and means to
evade the selective service laws.
"In instances where sufficient evidence
is developed establishing a violation of
Federal law, appropriate action will be

taken

-" * _ f a

The forecast for today is mostly sunny
and cooler, high 39-46. Increasing cloudiness and not so cold tonight, mostly
cloudy and warmer tomorrow.
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'Nobody Ever Cares About My Surgery"

Is 'Red' Label True?
'«

Let's set the record straight.
Let's put the facts on the table.
Let's get out from behind the
cloak of words and bring on the
naked reality of facts.
What is the true nature and
character of the Students for a
Democratic Society chapter that
will seek official recognition
from StudentCabinetWednesday?
In a story based on information
supplied by the United States
Dept. of Justice (on page one
today), we report that J. Edgar
Hoover considers SDS "a youth
group with active communist infiltration."
A summary of literature
distributed by SDS shows the
organization to have socialist
leanings.

T»«

According to the Attorney
General's office, SliS sponsored
various demonstrations against
the U.S. policy in Viet Nam
last year.
The facts that we have obtained
from the U.S. government indicate that the national SDS or-

t4**fimmM t—i

LETTER TO THE EDITOR

Presents Russian View
I am roused by my iriend
Dr. Decker's statement to the
B-G News in support of the Johnson administration's action in
Vietnam. Fundamentally, I think
college newspapers should be
for students; but I agree with
Dr. Decker that we need far
more commentary on problems of
broad concern. For this reason,
too, I think a SDS chapter is
long overdue on this campus.
All of us-students and facultyneed our imagination tickled and
our intellects put into higher
gear.
As, fuming and steaming, I set
hand on quill to respond directly
to Dr. Decker, by happenstance
the postman mushed in with a
missive from an old acquaintance, Ivan Dragonovich, whom
I met during an air mission to
Russia during the war. This
chap has been needling me for
years. I thought perhaps those
who might be upset by Dr.
Decker's apparent confused misunderstanding of the fundamentals of the American role
in Viet Nam might be interested.
I enclose it in its entire and
unexpurgated version.
"You old warmonger, greetings!
"As I have pointed out to you
through the years, with continuing futility, imperialism cannot
help itself and cannot avoid the
traps set by History for those
who do not understand it. We
find great amusement in the Soviet Union as the appraisal of
those of us who know the American culture seems to be borne
out. We are exalted by the fact
that we now have you helping
the world revolution while you
think you are combatting itl
Surely you see the veracity of
Marxism-Leninism- and Maoism
(I'll hope the People's Post will
not catch this in theirspot- mon
itoring devices). Imerialism
can't help bringing war, destruction, and
physical anguish,
especially to the South and East
of our planet.
*• For us Russians you Americans
are
finally doing
precisely what we have hoped for
years you would do. You are
the imagine of violence, antidemocracy, and theCaptainof the
Four Horsemen as you destroy
Vietnam to keep its people from
choosing a marxlan- oriented
government. And the more violent you are, the more thoroughly repudiated will be both
capitalism and American imperialism. You think you are keeping the Vietnamese from opting

for Ho Chi Minh and his marxlan-influence policy. Actually
you are strengthening marxismleninism. We thought Uncle Ho
was a peculiar type of marxist
because he was merely a chauvinist, willing to deal with nationalists not loyal to us. But
you are changing all that.
" We are especially delighted,
of course, not only with your
destruction of your own influence and image in Asia, but even
more so with the admirable way
in which you are dissipating your
own power and disrupting your
own economy, thereby weakening
your strength as the bulwark of
reaction throughout the world,
or holding those left-deviationists, the criminal leaders of
China, at bay. We Russians will
have to thank your unwitting aid
to our cause as you keep the
Chinese in turmoil , and frightened.
"The Chinese are trying their
best to end the war and get you
"off their backs," as you Americans would put it, as note their
refusal to permit us to send war
supplies through China to the
heroic Vietnamese. In spite of
that, we'll get
enough antiaircraft equipment and even food
around to them through the seaon the surface or underneath.
We'll keep American imperialism bottled up in Vietnam for
as long as we can. We will
spread your "peace-loving" influences to Thailand, too.
••An amusing touch is the way
your incomprehending newspaper
men and even professors, and of
course many of your politicians,
refer to critics of your war
efforts, and of course many of
your politicians, refer to critics
of your war effort as "Communists."
"You see how confused the nonSocialist world is, Old Boy? Surely a man of your intelligence sees
the direct relationship between
the intellectual incompetence of
capitalist-Imperialism and its
refusal to understand or accept
the fundamental principles of
Marxism.
The News welcomes letters
to the editor. Letters should
be typewritten and signed by
the author and carry his typewritten
name,
address and
phone number.
At many letters as possible
will be published within the
limits of space, good taste
and laws of libel. The News
reserves
the right to edit
letters more than 300 words
in length.

i >
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EdMo-itaJr}
ganization could be saddled with
the communist label.
Again, how about the local
chapter?
We challenge the leaders and
members of the fledging Un-

iversity chapter to prove the
"Red" label untrue.
Or else continue to suffer the
suspicion and contempt that surrounds an organization accused
of communist leanings.

Church, University
Involved In Search
(Editor's Note: the following
is another on a series of articles
written by members of the University community or persons
closely associated with it.)
Both church and university
have a high stake in preparing
persons fo- responsible citizenship
in
this space age.
Fortunately, the administration
of Bowling Green StateUniversity
has always been hospitable to-

meet together across denominational lines. Catholic and
Protestant clergymen in Bowling
Green assemble monthly for discussion and social action. The
church is beginning to practice
what she has long preached.
The spirit of unity is in keeping
with the needs of this age. Fragmentation is the curse of free
and authentic living. This truth
must be confirmed by the university as well as the church.
Quality education demands
developing the whole man to live
as an integrated person in a
broken world. The university has
the task of training people to
live in a uni-verse. The presence of international students
on campus should serve to transport all of us beyond narrow
loyalties and navel gazing.
The church and the university
likewise, have a share in helping
human beings become more
human. Currently, there is much
discussion and great confusion
regarding the so - called new
morality. Some have mistaken the
new morality to mean that all
principles have been abandoned
and all moral decisions are now
to be made by a public opinion
poll. No community could long
endure that kind of chaos. If
there is a new morality, it is
moving us in the direction of
a new compassion for man, a
passion for justice, a rejection
of easy answers to stubborn
problems, and an intense search
for meaning of human existence.
The church and university are
deeply involved in this search.
Neither dare be diverted from
this mission. The human predicament is such as to demand
from us collectively, a posture
of unity and moral integrity.
Dr. Dale E. Bichsel
Pastor, First Methodist Church

"I do not get too upset about
this, actually, since other Truths
are also elusive for many outside the Communist Party of the
Soviet Union. Look at these maverick Hungarians, the nationalistic Poles, the right- deviationist Yugoslavs, the disgusting opportunistic Germans, not to mention the utterly confused Mongo- :-:-:-:->:->:^-;-:.>>:.;;;.;.:.Ns<yMjyg HHljmjBBQOrjBB BBPIWr
loids running the chaos In Peking! But someday you will see
ward the churches of this comthat the race which produced
munity. This is as it should be.
Peter the Great, Tolstoi, the Although we are firmly comBallet, yes, the great writers
mitted to the principle of
from Turgenev to Lenin (and
separation of church and state,
Trotsky, forgiveme|), whichconseparation does not suggest
quers the Russian winter each
estrangement.
year, and won what you called
An exciting development, of
World War II, will triumph.
interest to campus and church,
" I send the letters to you behas been the growth of the
cause I enjoy your intellectual
ecumenical movement. That is
exchange. Since you live in a
a cumbersome phrase meaning
capitalist society and are without church union and cooperation.
real political power, your views
The plague of protestantism has
are of slight importance. The been her divisiveness. We have
American strength is in the palm
held before the world an image
of brokenness and of* loyalty to
of the hand of such as Johnson,
trivial matters. Lately, however,
Rusk, and that bookkeeper, Mcthe ecumenical movement has
Namara. These"secrets" which
brought fresh life and creativity
I have revealed are safe, as
into the church.
America continues to"fightcomDialogue between Catholic,
munisum" without understanding
Protestant, and Jew has become
it, and to slaughter Asians who
a trademark these past few years.
normally would be OUR enemies
Newspapers and magazines have
just because you think you can
featured articles on the Vatican
shoot your way out of your igCouncil, the World Council of
norance of history.
Churches, and the Consultation
"I do hope your two sons won't
on Church Union. On the local
be sent to Vietnam. But then,
level, campus religious groups
actually, they would be serving
the People's ongoing Revolution,
as they fight Vietnamese patriots.
That is Ironic for you, but as
your friend I would find some
solace were your sons to be so
sacrificed*
Serving A Growing University Since 1920
Vanya
" P.S. Incidentally, I'm so glad
EDITORIAL STAFF
you Americans are agreeing to
%
:•
Randy Ketchom
Editor
i
outlaw nuclear warfare. We cerLarry
Fullerton
Managing
Editor
tainly wouldn't want you to use
Jack Hartman
....Editorial Page Editor
atomic weapons on anyone-es- ■:■:
:•;•
Rosemary Kovacs
Feature Editor
i
pecially the Vietnamese. Those
John Gugger
Sports Editor
Mike Kuhjin
Photo Editor
brave people deserve to live to
Marilyn Draper
Issue Editor
mock the capitalist-imperialist
era through the ages. Besides |
BUSINESS STAFF
\
the revolution is better served
as your warring energies and X;
Fred Kohut
Business Manager
Gary Dietz
Retail Advertising Manager
your young men take longer to •X
Barry Suckman
National Advertising Manager
dissipate more completely your :•:•
•:•:
Dove Sprunk
Circulation Manager
economic superiority. Yourfool- %
Mike Argie
Classified Ad Manager
ish generals can go to bed with
Published Tuesdays thru Fridays during the regular school
your atom bombs, Old Boyl I £
y«ar, except holiday periods, ond once a week during summer
I;
think they prefer them to their ■:•:
;£
sessions, under authority of the Publications Committee of
wives, in any case.
■y
Bowling Green State University.
Here's to future American en- ■A
Opinions expressed in editorials, editorial cartoons or other
lightenment- and to the Johnson •:•:
columns in the News do not necessarily reflect the opinions
of »he University Administration, faculty or staff or the State
Administration. Your LBJ is
of Ohio. Opinions expressed by columnists do not necessarily
surely hurrying that day of en- '■:■
reflect the opinions of the B-G News.
Editorials in the
enlightment."
>;
News reflect the opinion of the majority of members of the
L. Edward Shuck, Jr.
§•
B-G News Editoriol Board.
Director
of
International
! Programs.

GUEST
COLUMN
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Page Of Letters 1 Do Greeks Have Fangs:
Congratulates Chapter
For Breaking Curtain
I would like to congratulate the members of the Sigma Phi Epsilon
fraternity for being real people. Their endeavor to break down the
"Iron Curtain" between the Greeks and the Independents, by
inviting Lowry Hall to a get-acquainted party, proves that some
Greeks do give a thought to the other half of the populace.
One of the reasons why the Independents are anti-Greek is because
they do not know the Greeks and are not given the opportunity to know
them. Other campuses do not have the problem of segregation to the
same extent as B.G. because this tradition of having parties with
the Independents was started sooner. Why have our Greeks waited
so long? Are they afraid to mingle with the "lower class"? Maybe
the Independents will eventually realize that the Greeks are human
beings and not just pins and bedraces; and the Greeks will realize
that the Independents may have something to offer, too.
I hope this integration will continue, and other Greek organizations
will follow the example of the Sig Eps. And that someday freshman
wing. There are also Sophomores, Juniors, and Seniors who have
never had the opportunity to know the Greeks.
Kathy Pallija
222 Kreischer A

Believes Student Body
Supports 'Open Housing9
I am delighted that the B-G
News has shown so great an
interest in the discriminatory
practices of many of the fraternities and sororities on our
campus. The abundance of letters
and columns indicates that there
is a high level of concern about
practices which are against
American principles.
In an editorial (4 November)
the B-G News suggested that
"...the administration should
order the fraternities to move
off-campus... in full acknowledgment of the legal and moral
principles involved." However,
the editorial overlooks the fact
that whether the Greeks are on
state property or not they are in
University approved housing and

subject to the open housing code
to which Bowling Green University subscribes.
Any housing -• on or off campus - - which practices discrimination is removed from the approved list and undergraduates
are no longer permitted to reside there. This would mean
the end of any segregated fraternity or sorority as a housing
unit and, for all practical purposes, its demise.
I believe that most of the men
and women on campus are devoted to democratic principles
and that, given an opportunity,
they will actively support open
housing.
Donald M. Wlnkelman
Dept. of English

What is the connotation of the word Greek on
this campus?
If you are looking for an artificial push and a
false sense of security then join the statusseekers on this campus and go Greek. Join
the multitude of brainwashed students who have
succumed to the Greek system and lost all Individuality and see where it gets you.
The Greek system equals STATUS which is
gained by wearing the "almighty pin." Most
men join fraternities so they can wear their
diamond and pearl studded badge on their chest
to attract the attention of that special someone
walking on campus.
They seem to think that once they possess
that special pin they'll find "a pot of gold on the
other side of the rainbow."
The same thing is true of the sorority women,
only in this case the pin is used to attract fraternity men that only date sorority women, and
also gives the Greek woman a sense of superiority
over those not Greek.
Status of the Greeks is again shown in the
method of selecting the new pledges. Must everyone come from the same mold? Must everyone
have money, good looks and an established name
before allowed admittance into this "sacred society?"
Why is it that during rush panies some sororities check coat tables and some fraternities
ball a rushee because he Is too fat? The whole
system of Judging is phony. Doesn't personality
count anymore?
The pledging tradition is another example of the
dire need for revision in the Greek system as
well as showing the loss of individuality.
Take for instance, line-ups. They serve no
earthly purpose other then making a pledge
memorize a bunch of insignificant material just
for the amusement of the actives. It gives the
actives a chance to show their superiority over'
their new crop of guinea pigs. The penallties
the pledges must pay for not knowing these ridiculous facts are as worthless as the signatures
they are required to obtain from the actives.
Pledge pranks prove to be more than just

practical Jokes. They only prove that actives
can't take a Joke because they Issue worthless
penalties to the pledges of they are unsuccessful.
These so called pledge traditions are claimed
by the Greeks to promote unity, when they are
In reality taking away a person's Individuality.
Once you become a member of this "sacred
society" do you find REAL brotherhood? How
could you, if the Greek men and women are
constantly trying to outdo one another in grades
and in social life as well. This promotes competition not brotherhoodl
Competition between GDI's and Greeks always
seems to score in favor of the Greek monopoly
in elections.
The Greek candidates are artificially pushed
by their houses in order to gain notoriety for the
house. The Greeks do not win because of their
qualifications, but because of the Greek symbols
behind them. The farce of the Greek monopoly
Is that their push is fake, it's not a push from
within.
And now our unsuspecting freshmen, a word of
advice. Don't be brainwashed into thinking that
Greek life is the greatest. BEWAREI Sororities
and fraternities are sharpening their fangs and
YOU are their new prey.
Sue Orris and Sue Osborne
Kreischer A

Should Plan
Many students willing to donate blood to the
Red Cross Drive held Wednesday in Memoral
Hall were turned away because of an excessive
response to the drive
Although this response is admirable, It seems
that the Red Cross staff and Alpha Phi Omega
could make advance preparation to cover this
additional rush.
David Latanlck
338 Kreischer C

«*;
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Inspirational
GIVING

DAG

Markings
by Dag Hammarskjdld

Claims Miltner Ended
Affiliation With Council
Jack Hartman in his Nov. 9 "Grapevine Scrapings" stated
that John Miltner, "former" representative of MIRHC, has been
declared a non-voting member and failed to appear at the last
meeting.
How much can be asked of one person? This question came
Immediately to mind while reading this article.
I always though that someone referred to as a former member
of an organization was no longer affiliated to that association.
But according to Hartman, I must be wrong.
I stand corrected - - thank you, Mr. Hartman, for the lesson
in the responsibilities one owes to an organization he is no longer
a part of. Maybe next week you can write on why Barry Goldwater should vote in the Senate.
Gary Rees
216 Kreischer D

Early J. Alfreds
SPECIAL

A remarkable record of
the inner life of a universally known and admired
man—a record that shows
the extent of his commitment to the Way of the
Cross.
Foreword by W. H. Audcn.
17th printing • Sold 256,000
Regular edition $4.95

The
Prophet
by Kahlil Gibran
Millions have found comfort in this timeless wisdom, expressing the deepest impulses of man's
heart and mind. 76th
printing. Sold over two
million copies.
Regular edition $3.95

4 fo 8: 00 p.m.
Sun. thru Thurs.
Pitchers
Mugs
Bottles

85<
20*
25*

Now At The SBX
£. Wooster St. (Across From Founders)
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Wilma Pokorny
'Best Dressed'
Wilma J. Pokorny, junior
representative from McDonald
East, was named winner in the
Rest Dressed Girl contest held
last Thursday.
First runner up was Laurel
Pippert,
representing Delta
Gamma. Other winners were:
Richelle Blair, representing
Mooney Hall; Claudia Lapka,
representing Alpha Xi Delta; and
Carol McCutcheon, representing
Alpha Chi Omega.
Miss
Pokorny will enter
national competition. The 10 national winners will appear in the
fall issue of Glamour's college
issue next year. Each winner also
Will be flown U New York city
next J une.
Women in the semi-finals were
Linda Grace Guille, Helen Susan
Halvacs, J. Yvonne Johns on, Sandra J. Minor, Linda L. Mocilnikar, Sharon Sue Rickle and Ruth
Ava Shank,

Other women entering the competition were January Z. Eckert,
Diana Lynn Hofer, Paulette Sue
Kidd, Sandra Kay Loy, Dianne
B. Sikkila, Karen R. Slentz, Candice A. Steverding, Martha L.
Suhr and Nancy A. Weaver.
The girls were judged in every
day dress, Sunday dress and
evening dress. Decisions were
based on figure, posture, hair
grooming, make-up, clothes, including choice and appropriateness, individuality and imagination.
Judges for the contest were
Dr. Laura Douglas Kivlin, associate professor of home economics, Miss Iris E, Andreas,
associate professor of healthphysical education. Miss Mary
A. lirower, assistant dean of
Women, Dr. Otto F. Bauer, associate professor of speech, and
Thomas C. Liber, student body
president.

World Wire Roundup

CAMPUS
CALENDAR
An officer information team
from the U.S. Navy recruiting
station. Cleveland, will be in the
student union from 9:30 a.m. to
3 30 p.m. through Wednesday.
The team will interview interested students for officer
candidate school (men and women), aviation training, and various other fields of naval officer
service.
• * *
A Matins Service is held every
Tuesday at 7 a.m. at St. Mark's
Lutheran Church.Transportation
is available to and from the
church. Additional information
may be obtained by calling St.
Mark's at 353-9305.
• * •
Beta Theta Pi fraternity will
collect food and money for the
:
needy families in the Wood Coun:?' '.v.'-- "■
ty area Thursday and Friday in
coordination with a Wood County
"THAT'S NOT quite to way you use a mini-tramp, Freddie." Welfare Department campusUp to his usual tricks, Saturday, Freddie Falcon managed to wide drive.
keep the crowd in good spirits and even draw a few laughs from
Representatives will be sent to
players on the bench. (Photo by Mike Kuhlin.)
all of the fraternities and sororities or donations may be taken
to the Beta house.
» * •
"The Folk," University folk
music club, will meet for a sing
at 7 p.m. today in the Alumni
Room.
The internationally knownChiOfficers will be elected.
as third oldest in the country.
• • •
cago Symphony Orchestra, conIn addition to being an outstanding
ducted by Jean Marinon, will performing group, the Chicago
The Federal Civil Service experform here Sunday for the Symphony has given many young
amination will be given at 8:30
1966-07 Artist Series.
a.m. Saturday in 105 South Hall,
musicians their start in symphoThe program begins at 8 15 nic music.
not today as some people have
p.m. in the Ballroom.
been notified. Glenn Rosenthal,
In its Sunday performance at
The symphony is recognized
placement assistant, said the
Bowling Green, the 106-member
mistake was made bytheChicago
symphony will play "Overture:
office of the Civil Service ComRoman Carnival" by Berlioz,
mission.
"Symphony No. 4 in B flat major,
Opus 60" by Beethoven, and"Petrouchka (complete)" by Stravinsky.
Mr. Martinon, a native of Lyon,
Mary Balsley, senior reFrance, has an international
presentative to the Asreputation in music conducting.
sociation of Women Students,
He attended the Paris ConserThe University Department of
issued a plea yesterday asking
vatory and has studied both with Speech will host the Northern
for women to communicate
Roussel and Munch.
Ohio Forensic Conference Dewith their A. W. S. rebate Tournament on Saturday.
Tickets
are
available
at
the
presentatives on the vital isMiss Mary Jo Rudd delegation
box
office
in
the
Union
from
sues facing them this year.
chairman, said.
10 a.m. to 3 p.m. through Friday
She said the expanding
and
at
the
box
office
after
7:15
campus presents problems in
The tournament, run under the
p.m. the evening of the perforexchanging ideas among the
direction
of Robert D. Gratz, a
mance.
women. This leads to inPrices are $4.50 for reserved Doctoral Fellow in the Speech
adequate representation, she
Department, will consist of five
seats for the public, $2.50 for
said.
events: extemporaneous speakUniversity
student reserved
Miss Balsley can be coning,
original oratory, peace oraseats,
$3
for
g
«neral
admission
tacted at the Alpha Delta Pi
tory, oral interpretation and
for the public, a d $2forUniverhouse, Cindy Greenwald,
manuscript reading.
sity student general admission.
junior representative at 246
HarshmanC, and Sarah Ross,
sophomore representative, at
310 Kreischer B, she said.

Chicago Symphony
Rusk Stands Pat To Perform Here

COLORADO (AP)-- Secretary
of State Rusk is defending the
administration's
Viet Nam
policy, saying that those who
favor appeasement arc shortsighted and have forgotten the
lessons of history.
In a speech prepared for a
University of Denver convocation
in Colorado, Rusk saysr "Some
seem to have forgotten the
clearest lessons of this country.
And others try to explain it
away by arguing., that there are
no longer any dangerous aggressores."
• • •
VIET NAM (AP)-- The U.S.
First Infantry Division has hit
the Viet Cong in the dinnerplate again-- uncovering another
big store of rice about 65 miles
from Saigon.
An American spokesman says
that in all, the First Infantry's
Operation Attleboro has robbed
the Communists of nearly 1,500
tons of this basic product. The
Americans also claim nearly
1,000 Communist dead since the
operation began in mid-October.

Debate Teams
Win Victories
At Ann Arbor
The University novice debate
teams received certificates of
excellence and a first place
trophy for their 0-0 record at
the Michigan Warm-Up Debate
Tournament Saturday at the University of Michigan. Ann Arbor.
The freshmen novice teams
include Kenneth A. Bailey and
Robert M. Michalski, affirmative, and Charles A. Collins,
and Nancy L. Ruda, negative.
They defeated teams from Albion College, MichiganStatellniversity, and tin- University of
Michigan, to give Bowling Green
first place in the tournament
with 32-1 points. Western Michigan University followed with 292
points.
The experienced debate team
scored three victories. The affirmative team, consisting of
David A. Garlck and James E.
Bates, both sophomores in the
College of Education, defeated the
term from Eastern MichiganUniversity.
Kent State University and Concordia L utheran College were defeated by the negative team of
Koslyn '/.. Weedman, freshman in
the College of Liberal Arts, and
James M. Crawford, sophomore
.i the College of Liberal Arts.

DANANG.South VietNam(AP)A Guerrilla explosive slightly
damaged the riverfront home of
the U.S. Marine Commander in
Viet Nam near Da Nang today.
Neither the General, Lewis Walt,
nor anyone else was hurt.
The charge, in a satchel, went
off in a compound next to Walt's
quarters.
HOUSTON (A P)- - The Gemini
program got closer to its windup today as Edwin Aldrin completed the third outside-capsule
venture of the current last flight
in the series. It will be the last
time an American Astronaut
pokes his head into space until
well into the Apollo program,
in 1968.
Aldrin stood in the open hatchway of Gemini-12 today, photographing stars and a sunrise for
nearly one hour.
OREGON (AP)--A search has
failed to disclose any more bombs
aboard the Liberian wheat ship
"Grand Integrity," anchored off
Astoria, Oregon. One of two
lx>mbs aboard killed the captain
and a motorman and injured seven
other crewmen when it went off
Sunday.

AWS Officers
Ask For Help

Debate Teams
Here Saturday

Quick Clean Laundry
Announces the opening
of the All New

-DAIRY TWISTFeaturing:
Cones, Shakes, (3 Flavors)
7different flavors of
Sundaes
Hot Fudge

DAIRY TWIST'

StuVt>
^^ FOK MEM

After Shave Lotion

Across From Harshman
OPEN 11 - 11

$3.75

Cologne for Men

$5.00

Deluxe Gift Set

$8.75
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Backstage With Mitchell Trio

Trio Turned On

THREE SONGSTERS of the Mitchell Trio. Mike Kobluk, (left)
John Denver, and Joe Frazier.

By DON BRUNS
Feature Writer
One hour before concert time,
two members of the Mitchell
trio, who had Bowling Green
laughing and cheering for three
hours in their Sunday night concert, sat in their room in the
union. Doing the talking were
Joe Frazier, and John Denver.
The only original member of the
group, Mike
Kobluk, was
sleeping.
Frazier lives in New York with
his wife. Denver is from
Colorado, but according to
Frazier "He's really from nowhere." Kobluk comes from
Canada, but now lives in Chicago
with his wife.
"John is the only single one."
Frazier pointed out, "But you
need one of those in every group.

'Best Dressed'Anticipates Trip
Friday, Nov. 11, Wilma Jean
Pokorny sat on the stage in the
Grand Ballroom with Laurel Pippert, Pichelle Blair, Claudia
Lapka and Carol McCutcheon,
A11 were waiting...
Finally, the announcer said,
"and the-AWS Best Dressed Girl
for 1966 -- Miss Wllma Jean
Pokorny" and all Wilma could
think--"That's me." And that
was the beginning of what could
turn out to be an exciting future
for the 20- year- old junior from
Garfield Heights.
Representing East Hall, she
was chosen AWS Best Dressed
Girl by a panel of five judges and
crowned by Miss Linda Dregalla,
As the new Best Dressed Girl
of BG discussed the contest in
her room at East where she Is
a resident assistant, show still
was a little "up in the clouds"
over the honor. "I was jubilant,"
she explained, and "I guess I
still am."
Judges were Dr. Laura Kivhn,
associate professor of health.
Miss Iris Andrews, associate
professor of health and physical
education, Miss Mary Brower,
assistant dean of women; Dr.
Otto Bauer, associate professor

of speech and Tom Liber
president of the student body.
Twelve semi - finalists were
chosen and then were to answer
the question "Do you think it is
important to be well-dressed at
Bowling Green?"
"Yes, I believe it is," Miss
Pokorny said, "because when
people see you they see not only
what you are wearing, but also
they should see an inner glow.
This inner glow tells people not
only what you think of yourself,
but also what you want them to
think of you.
Her outfits included a navy
blue blazer, straight navy blue
skirt with matching over-theknee hose, turtleneck shell. For
the Sunday Dress division, she
wore a bright orange semicoachman dress and finally a
silver evening dress.
Wilma, a speech and English
major, who enjoys oral interpretation, likened her small amount of stage fright on Friday
to the nervous feeling she experiences before giving a speech,
"But once I was onstage, I was
no longer afraid." she said.
After college, she hopes to

"i

i

NAME THE LAKE CONTEST
Still Time To Enter

i

Nome
Address _

I

Phc
Lake's Name
S10 PRIZE FOR WINNER
Return to B-G News, 106 University Hall

enter graduate school and
eventually to teach on the college
level. At the present time she
is eagerly awaiting her trip to
New York this June when she
will be competing with girls from
colleges and universities all over
the country. Glamour magazine
will then select ten girls who
will be highlighter1 in the August
issue of Glamc'r. "Vve 'always
been interested in modeling,"
she said and this may open a lot
of doors..."

I'm still the sex symbol." Denver
laughed.
"I quit college to study
classical singing, but there just
isn't any money in opera."
Frazier"s rich baritone voice is
evidence of his classical background.
"My favorite type of misic is
classical, and next is folk. I like
Ian and Sylvia. I really dig rock.
The Troggs are great. The
Beatles and the Rolling Stones
too."
Denver likes all type of music,
"especially creative. I love jazz.
I also really like the Beatles.
They are the finest thing that
ever happened. The LovinSpoonful
are really making things
happen too."
Frazier broke in to talk about
Denver, who one, 1/2 years ago
took Chad Mitchell's place in the
group when Chad went into acting.
"John was singing out on the
West coast, and was recommended to us by the Brothers
Four. He plays a twelve string
guitar and writes some beautiful
straight stuff."
"We won't do something unless
we have a definite point we want
to make, and unless we all agree
on it."
"I think we could clarify that,
said Denver, by saying that
we are entertainers first, and
then are messengers. Also. I
don't agree with everything we
do."
Denver sat still for a moment

DIARY OF A 'SCARED' SMOKER

And The Fight Goes On
(Editor's Note: This is the
second of a series on Robert
Spence and his combat against
the smoking habit. This is the
diary Spence has kept the last
two weeks.
OCTOBER 31
1 sat in the *Nesf for my coffee
break and the smokers drove me
crazy. I chewed my fingernails
and my cuticles became infected
again. I was on duty tonight-it
seemed everyone wanted to make
nosie. I was on edge and every
noise set me off.
NOVEMBER 1
I didn't miss smoking except
at the dinner table when I about
went nuts.
NOVEMBER 2
I hope this isn't a trend for the
future but I went on a food barrage today. I bought four Pepsi's,
three ice cream bars, two 10
cent candy bars and two orange
drinks.
NOVEMBER 3
I had 12 cups of coffee throughout the day with four of them
at 10 a.m. I had two test to study
for tomorrow. I chewed two BIC

ballpoint pens. I also ate a lot. I
had three Pepsies, two ice cream
bars, and two candy bars. I
shared a large pizza with a
couple of my counsulees.
NOVEMBER 4
I woke up with my throat full
of flem, just like always.
NOVEMBER 5
I was on duty tonight. I chewed
another BIC. The only time I
really craved a cigarette was
after my meals. I really missed
it a lot.
NOVEMBER 7
I studied for my history test
tomorrow. It made me a little
nervous but 1 wasn't too bad off
until after dinner.
NOVEMBER 7
I don't remain in the dining
halls after dinner any more.
It just increases my desire for
a cigarette. I ate a large pizza
and ha^l a couple of cokes. I
noticed my clothes are a little
tighter today. I'm going to weigh
myself tomorrow.
NOVEMBER 8
In the past 18 days I have
gained seven pounds. It's no

'God Is Dead' Theorists Only A Handful
The God is Dead theorists are a "compaiitive handful" riding
on the wave of a "catchy phrase." Their popularity stems from
the fact that "there is no religiously positive answer for the
existence of God."
Dr. Dale Ihrie, of the Grosse Pointe Baptist Curch, Grosse
Point, Mich, explained this to a group of 40, at the weekly meeting of the Inter-varsity Christian Fellowship last week.
"Those who doubt the existence of God only state that'God
is dead' and give no answers'. It's as though they are in a state
of suspended animation," he continued.
"This century has been hard on liberals," Dr. Ihrie said. But
he left the eventual outcome of the question up to the audience;
"if God is not dead -- let's see your power," Ihrie challenged
those in attendence.
He emphasized that the "question for most people is not that
God is dead, but where is He." This question arises because
there appears to be no "divine hand in human affairs...that man
must learn for himself through trial and error and that the future
is in doubt". Dr. Ihrie explained.
Combating these challenges must be done now, though, "because
the audience has been watching the stage for centuries; some

and then smiled. "All right John,
I have to agree with everything
we do. 1 feel that folk music
should be more than just love
songs. They should say something, make some comment on
society. The Beatles are making
beautiful social comment with
things like "Elinor Rigsby", and
the Kinks do it with "Well Respected Man." To me this is
more folk music than a love
ballad."
Denver disagreed once again
and they compromised.
"It can be both really,"
Frazier agreed, "but there's one
person who disappointed alot of
people. That's Bobby Dylan.He's
stopped talking."
On
stage the
trio
are
tremendous singers and performers, and along with satire
on Lucy Bird and Ronald Regan,
just to name a few, they do some
of the "straight stuff" Joe talked
about.
After the concert, the trio
couldn't praise the audience
enough.
"We had a ball," Joe said,
"The audience really turned us
on."
Friday the group was in
Philadelphia, and in West
Virginia Saturday. It was Bowling
Green Sunday, and Monday It will
be Los Angeles, and it may be
a long time before they come
back, but it will also be a long
time before Bowling Green forgets the Mitch 11 Trio.

have already left," he declared. The influence must come from
"those within the world".
He presented two main divisions of his subject: those who depend on God and those who do not. Those relying on a Supreme
Being were the idealists -- "life has meaning, and God is present."
Then, there are the Puritans who teach that "good is accomplished
by good works." The determinists are the .group that say that
"God has an ultimate plan, and that everything is predetermined."
Those who are not religiously oriented are the optimists, pessimists, hedonists -- those who say that "life is the sum of pleasurable experiences" -- and the nihilists -- those teaching that
"life has no meaning." All of these groups are looking "for some
purpose of human existence," Dr. Ihrie stated.
According to Dr. Ihrie, the "God Is Dead" theologians arose
because none of these philosophies was answering the basic question
of life -• "what is the real meaning to human existence." The
idealists are saying that life is moving toward perfection, but
the God Is Dead people see no proof.
Dr. Ihrie graduated from Wayne State University and taught
for five years at the Northern Baptist Seminar in Illinois before
doing graduate work at the University of Chicago and Loyala.

wonder my clothes are tight.
When I woke up this moring I
noticed my throat was clear.
I also noticed that my desire for
that cigarette when I first get
up in the morning was gone.This
made me feel good. I'm afraid
my quitting smoking has given
me worse grades. I still ate a
lot tonight though, crackers and
peanut butter seem to be my cup '
of tea. I had 14 cups of coffee
today.
NOVEMBER 8
Today was the day the article
came out in the B-G News. It
seems every one of my counsulees offered me a cigarette.
I just looked at the sign on the
wall which showed my last
cigarette, and I refused. I received a lot of mockery on campus
also, I ate a lot again today, but
my cigarette craving is going
away.
NOVEMBER 10
If when I was smoking I had
been offered as many cigarettes
as 1 am now, I
wouldn't have
had to buy a pack. The guys keep
telling me that I'm more grouch
and harder to live with.
NOVEMBER 11
I'm grouchy and jittery. Some
of my counsulees have quit
smoking because I did. I'm glad
most of my midterms are over.
NOVEMBER 12-13
The weekend was relatively
easy, I was on duty but the guys
were relatively quiet. They still
offer me cigarette's. I .didn't
really crave one except after the
meals. I think it's starting to get
better. I'm just a little nervous,
but I'm still, so I am told, real
grouchy.
9
£:

*:

f:
THOUGHTS
The world's great men
have not commonly been
great scholars, n«r its
great scholars, -- great
men.
... Holmes

Ii
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DEADLINES: 5 p.m. Fridoy
for Tuesday's paper, 5 p.m.
Monday for Wednesday's paper,
5 p.m. Tuesday for Thursaay's
paper, 5 p.m. V.'ednesday for
Friday's paper.
RATES: 32c per line, 2
lines minimum, average 5 words
per line.
SEND COPY to Classified
Dept., B-G News, 106 University Hall or phone 353-8411,
Ext. 3344.

FOR SALE OR RENT
For Sale. Kenmore Electric stove
in excellent condition. Call 3530782, after 5 p.m.
CHOICE ROOM FORMALESTUDENT AVAILABLE NOW. 3537574. evenings.
Approved rooms, 145 S. Enterprise, 353-8241.
For Sale. *57 Chevy 283, 4 bbl..
Hurst 3-speed, etc. Don, 231
Conklin, ext. 3386.
LOST

Raincoat and purse lost at Vollmars Park,Sat.night.CallCaroL
ext. 3245.
LOST. Black zipper bag with
microphone inside. Friday evening around Alpha Chi Omega
house. Call Chris Falls ext.3531773 if found.
LOST at NorthgateFriday.Jeweled Alpha Gamma Delta pin. Reward. Carole, ext. 2492.
LOST. Pair of glasses, brownish
with black. 7 p.m.Thurs., Nov. 13
by Hayes Hall. Call Delta Upsilon
and ask for Hall Meyer.
LOST. A key ring in or near
SBX by area school teacher. If
found call 353-0782, after 5 p.m.
BUSINESS AND PERSONAL
New York Times available the
same day. Dave George, Harsh.
B. ext. 2215.
Student taking professional courses in education needs ride from
campus to south Toledo in afternoon. Call 385-773 after 5 p.m.
PENNY-A-Pound. Airplane rides
given at the Bowling Green Airport on Sunday, November 20
starting at 1 p.m.
GRAD students interested in Intramural Basketball, call 3529993.
Phi Phi Tau loves the Campus
Policel
Alpha Sig pledges say-- Hi Pear,
Hoggy and Bones I
Wanted. Apt. near campus 2nd
semester. Call evenings, Ralph
or David, 250 Kreischer C.
Congratulations,
floor friends.

Ayrel

j 'Winters Tale' Opens Thursday

** ^*

/

L.L.: I put a classified ad in the
paper today. Beth.
Typing of all kinds. Call June
Van Vorhes, 354-4394.
MIKE: The fan club's not for
you. It's for Jack. 12:45 KB
window watchers.
Male or female part-time help.
Reasonable times and wages. Apply Lee Smith, Burger Chef, between 10 and 5. Phone 352- 4673.
Will do babysitting in my home.
References available. Call 3538981.

Deadline Set
For Study
In Germany
Deadline for applications for
students who want to spend their
junior year in Germany is Wednesday, Nov. 23.
A three to four-page report
giving background, professional
and career aspirations, and why
the student wishes to spend his
junior year in Germany is required. This, plus a grade transcript can be taken to the International Center, 225 Thurstin St.
A panel consisting of Dr. Kenneth H. McFall, vice president
and professor of psychology; Dr.
Archie H. Jones, Dean of the
College of Liberal Arts; Dr.
Herbert J. Gauerke, professor
of German and Russian, and Dr.
Edward L. Shuck, director of
International Programs will conduct an oral interview with applicants to determine their command of the German language.
Tuition, fees, and $100 per
month for living expenses are
paid by the Federation of German and American Clubs.

Blade Official
Elected To Post
William P. Day of Toledo,
lecturer in journalism at the
University and assistant to the
publisher of the Toledo Blade,
was elected regional director of
Sigma Delta Chi. professional
journalistic society, at the
group's annual convention last
weekend in Pittsburgh.
Day will head Region 2, which
includes twenty professional and
campus chapters in Ohio, Michigan, West Virginia, and Pennsylvania.
Eight students from the University's chapter attended.

ICTk. Winter's
U/intni-'e Tale"
Talo" by
kv WillU/ill"The
lam Shakespeare will be presented by the University Theater,
Thursday through Saturday In the
Main Auditorium. The play is a
tragic-comedy of the Elizabethan
period.
Arnold Rampersad, a junior In
the College of Liberal Arts, will
play the main part of King Leontes.
King Leontes deludes himself
into believing that his Innocent
queen, Hermione, played by Barbara L. Wismer, a sophomore in
the College of Liberal Arts, has
been unfaithful to liim.
His rejection of her culminates in a trial scene that brings
apparent death to Hermione and
a vow of atonement to Leontes
The third act ends with a shift
in scene from Leontes' court in
Sicilia to a "desert near the
seacoast of Bohemia" where the

CLEVELAND (AP)--The Defense rested its case in the Sam
Shepard murder retrial yesterday without putting Sheppard on
the stand.
A medical doctor. Dr. Charles
Elkins, testifying for the defense
said it would have been most
difficult, for Sheppard to have
inflicted injuries he was found to
be suffering after the murder of
his wife 12 years ago.
Elkins, now living in Tucson,
Ariz, said he examined Sheppard at Bay View Hospital a few
hours after the slaying of Mari-

LBJ In Capital;
Dual Surgery
Set For Tomorrow
SAN ANTONIA, TEX, (AP)-President Lyndon B.Johnson flew
from here yesterday toWashington to begin preparations for his
dual operation which will be performed at the Bethesda Naval
Hospital tomorrow.
Johnson flew to Washington
earlier than expected because
Mrs. Johnson had an appointment at the White House for a
tea with 150 women, 80 of them
from Texas.
The ladies are mapping plans
for a women's pavillion at the
1968 Hemis-Fair International
Exposition in San Antonio, Texas.
The President will go to
Bethesda sometime this afternoon for a brief rest before his
operation. The rest has been
ordered by his doctors because
of the double surgery the President will undergo.

Disease-of-the-Month Club'
Topic For Weekend Retreat

Fourth

Alpha Phi Pledges Say: CONGRATS WILLIE - B.G.'s Best
Dressed Girl.
G.K. - Who will tend the cows
this weekend???
ATTENTION: Former Williams
Hall residents, reunion 7:30p.m.
Friday on Williams front steps.
Happy 21st birthday, Ruthie
(R.A.G.)I "Live it upl You've
got a year to live it downl" SKP.
KEMPO KARATE. Class now
forming. Instructor - 2nd degree
Black Belt. Call 353-1893.
Coach, Does this mean I'm cut
from the squad. Mouse

The event will be held Friday
and Saturday in Camp Kirkmont,
near Bellefontaine, Ohio. It is
open to all University students.
Theme of the retreat is "Man:
Creator or Conformist in His
World?" Dr. Arthur G. Neal of
the sociology department will
also speak. His topic is "A Diagnosis of Our Times."
A movie entitled "Religious
Revolution and the Void" will be
shown.

.-„«», and
,_^ lighting
lmk.1.,. designer
^.imsrir
scenery
and
Emanuel Rubin, instructor in
music, arranged the music for
the songs.
Tickets may be obtained at the
Joe E. Brown box off ice this week
for the regular admission price
of $1 for adults, 25 cents for
children and 10 cents for students.

Sheppard's Attornies
Rest Retrial Defense

(

"The
Disease-of-the-Month
Club," or "Howl Learned to Live
With a Woman Who Reads the
Ladies Home Journal" will be
the topic discussed by Dr. Robert
Karston. University pastor of
Wittenberg University, Springfield, Ohio, at the United Christian Fellowship retreat.

infant daughter
flailffhtpr of
frf Leontes
I MUltM and
Snd
Infant
Hermione Is abandoned as the
King has commanded.
The shift In scene brings with
It a shift in tone from near tragedy
to comedy.
After a time lapse of 16 years,
the subplot, concentrated In the
fourth act, tells the love story of
Perdita, the abandoned daughter
of Leontes, reared as a shepherdess, and Prince Florizel.
The lovers are united in the
lastact and Hermione is restored
to Leontes. The plot of "The
Winter's Tale" was taken from
a story that was very familiar
to and popular withShakespeare's
audience long before he chose to
adapt it to the theatre.
Dr. Charles R. Boughton,
assistant professor of speech,
who directs the cast also designed
the costumes. Andrew T. Tsubaki, instructor of speech, is the

For further information, students can contacttheU.C.F. Center, 313 Thurstin St., (353-8912)
or call T. David Evans, chairman
of the U.C.F. Study Committee.

lyn Sheppard on July 4, 1954.
Elkins said he found, what he
termed, "absence of reflexes"
on Sheppard's left side, primarily, and that he believed there
was a small chip fracture discernible on X-rays of the defendant's neck.
He denied he had told Cuyahoga CountyCoronerSamuelGerber that he found nothing wrong
with Sheppard, as the coroner
testified for the state earlier in
the trial.
Sheppard has maintained that
he wrestled with an intruder who
killed Marilyn, and twice knocked
him unconscious.
Another defense witness, Richard I furling of Westlake, said
he cut his hand while washing
windows at the Sheppard home
three days before the slaying
and entered the house while the
hand was bleeding.
Questioning brought out that
Eberlin's blood is of the same
type as Sheppard's, type A.

Safety Sessions
Here Thursday
High school students from 12
counties in the Bowling GreenToledo area will attend the Governor's Youth TrafficSafety Regional Conference from 9 a.m. to
3:30 p.m. Thursday in the Union.
The theme of the conference
Is "Safety Today--Survival Tomorrow."
Participating students will discuss "Youths' Responsibility in
Traffic Safety--Too Much or Too
Little," "The'other guy'Disease
in Traffic." "Is Traffic Safety
Succeeding or Failing?" and
"Competitive Driving-- Help or
Hlnderance?"
Three sessions under the
direction of student leaders will
also be held. Programs will be
arranged for driver education
teachers, parents and other
adults accompanying the students.
The keynote address will be
given by Don Edwards, WTOL
newscaster.

BOWLING GREEN STATE UNIVERSITY

GERMANY
Lufthansa

Wenn Sie
18 Jahre
oder alter
sind und
einigermassen
mit Ihrem
Deutsch
zurecht
kommen,
dann senden
Sie diesen
Gutschein
ein.
Er konnte
Ihnen
Vergnugen
und
vielleicht
sogarNutzen
bringen!

Lullhanu German Airlines, Dtpl UX122
410 Park Awnut
New York, N.Y. 10022
Bilte senden Sie mir ein Antragslormular
und Informationsmalerial uber Arbeitsmoglichkeiten lur Sludenien wahrend der
Sommerlenen 1967 in Deutschland.

Artists Scries Presents the

CHICAGO SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA
Jean Martinon,

JM.L" iTAl;

Musical Director and Conductor

SUNDAY, NOV. 20, 8:15 P.M.
University Union Ballroom
Reserved seats $4.50 General Admission $3.00
Tickets available by mail or at Box Office in the Union:
10-3 P.M. daily (Nov. 14-18) and on eve. of concert

Lufthansa
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Same Old Story
As Kickers Lose
By R. ARMAS BRUCKNER
Assistant Sports Editor
With 40 seconds remaining, Orest Wolynec tried to sneak a
desperation shot past the outstretched arms of Wooster's 6-5
goalie Saturday, but the script wasn't meant to be changed.
For the upteeath time this season, the Falcon kickers were
unbeatable in the first half, and un-productive in the second.
Wooster, who will probably get a bid to the small college soccer
tournament, came from behind three times and finally slipped into
the lead to win, 4- 3.
"It was the same story," said Falcon soccer coach Mickey
Cochrane. "We were ahead, but couldn't hold it in the third anf
fourth quarters."
Let's take a look at how consistently this "same story" has been
re-run.
If fii;st quarter play only were considered, the Falcons would
probably be Invited to play in the NCAA. While holding the opposition to only two goals, the Falcons have been feeding the net for
10 points.
In the second quarter the decline begins, but the Falcons still
hold a 5* 4 advantage.
Now we come tu the second half, and here is where we separate
the contenders from the second division teams,*and it becomes
evident why the Falcons have only a 3-6-1 record.
In the third period, the bowers have been outscored 11-4, and
7- 5 in the fourth.
Saturday, BG held a 2-1 lead at half. By the beginning of the
fourth quarter, the score was deadlocked at three all, and Dan
Hicks, Wooster's right wing, found the mark with 4:30 remaining
to repeat the story for the final time this season.
The BG kickers started off well in what Cochrane calls the
"best played soccer game of the year." Wolynec gave the Falcons an early lead on a beautiful assist from co-captain Terry
Butwld.
Wooster, who wouldn't let the Falcons get away, came back on
a goal by Bob Miller.
In the second period, the Falcons jumped ahead again, this time
by an unassisted goal by leading scorer Guenter Herold. "It
was a perfectly placed shot," Cochrane said. "Their goalie never
even moved."
Early in the second half, Wooster made its second comeback,
with Miller scoring again.
Doug Lorenzen put the Falcons ahead for the last time, as he
drilled one by [he Wooster goalie unassisted.
The Scots made their third comeback on a goal by Hicks, the
same person who wrote the final chapter moments later.
"Our goals were all done well," said Cochrane. "They were
the nicest we have scored all year."
The coach was obviously disappointed., "We played well enough
to win."
What's the reason for the second half blues? It could be lack
of experience due to the many sophomores on the team. We'll
have to wait until next season...and a new edition.

DIDN'T MAKE IT-Though it appears Dove quick stop, BG scored on the next play,
Cranmer is going into end zone for a touch-

down, Ohio University's line moved in for a

as Chuck

Radich carried for the

Harriers Place 9th At Chicago
"Bowling Green's cross country
team closed its 1966 season in
Chicago last weekend, finishing
ninth in the Central Collegiate
cross country championships.
There were 14 teams entered in the meet.
Western Michigan ran off with
first place team honors, registering 48 points. Miami's Redskins were second with 51 points,
and Notre Dame wound up third
with 87 points. The Falcons
totaled 243 points.
Southern Illinois University's
Oscar Moore took individual
honors, covering the five-mile
distance in 24:48.2, establishing
a new meet record for that distance. Doug Lawson set the record last year as a member of
the Jawhawk harriers from Kansas.
Following Moore was Kent
State's Sammy Bair, Miami's
Andy Schramm was right behind

Hair, thus ending a personal
duel between the two. Bair won
the A11-Ohio meet two weeks ago,
with Schramm finishing second.
Schramm came back the following week to win the Mid-American Conference championship
in Toledo. Bair was second.
The Bowling Green harriers
were led by junior Bob Parks,
who finished either 29th
or
33rd, depending on how one looks
at It. He actually came in behind 32 other runners, but in
the scoring four of those ahead
of him did not count, since there
weren't five finishers from the
same team, thus giving him 29th
place.
Other BG harriers were Paul
Talkington, who finished 40th and
44th: Bob Knoll, 55th and 60th:
Dan Sekerak, 56th and 61st; Terry
Oehrtman, 63rd and 69th; and Jim
Hanneken, 66th and 72nd. There

were 96 runners who finished the
race.
Bowling GreencoachMelBrodt
couldn't explain why the harriers
didn't finish in a higher position. "I guess we just didn't
run well," he said yesterday,
"We should have done better,
but we didn't."
The harriers close out their
season with a 5- 2 mark in dual
competition, but did not fair too
well in large meet competition.
One of the most gratifying wins
of the season came in the Kent
State meet. The Falcon harriers
edged a strong Kent squad 28- 30
in the last BG home meet of
the season.
Brodt will havt a good nucleus for next year's team, with
Parks,
Talkington, Sekerak.
Oehrtman, and Hanneken back,
besides some of the outstanding
freshmen harriers.

College Grid Results

I

EAST
Holy Cross 24,Rutgers 12
Clemson 14,Maryland 10
Dickinson 14, Johns Hopkins 14
Maine 52, Vermont 7
Bucknell 45,Lehigh 0
Bridgeport 28, Amer. Nat'l 14
Springfield 29,Tufts 0
Susquehanna 27,Hobard 14
Shippenburg St. 17,Brockp't St. 9
Boston U. 42,Delaware 14
Swarthmore 7,Perm Military 6
Adelphi 21,Marist 15
Gettysburg 21,Temple 19
Clarion 40,Slippery Rock 0
Muhlenberg 10, Franklin and
Marshall 7
SOUTH
Georgia tech. 21, Pcnn St. 0
Air Force 20.N. Carolina 14
S. Mississippi 7, N. Carolina
State 6
Virgina Tech. 20, William and
Mary 1
W. Kentucky 35,Butler 7
S. Carolina St. 30, Morris
Brown 7
Albany St. 20,Savannah St. 13

BIG HELP BY SMALL-Ed Hodakievic gets assistance after
being injured on first play of Saturday's game. The 6-2, 190pound sophomore will probably be ready for Saturday's game at
Temple.

however,
score.

U.Martin 24,Floren - S* 18
Georgetown, Ky. 37,Franklin 13
Morehead 21,E.Kentucky 19
Centre 18,Hampden Sydney 14
Bridgewater 14,Shephard 3
Citadel 30,Vlrglna Military 14
E. Carolina 28, Richmond 16
Florida 31, Tulane 10
Louisiana St. 17,MississippiSt.7
Navy 30,Vanderbuilt 14
Randolph-Macon 54,CalIaudet 6
Concord 83.W. Virginia St. 7
MIDWEST
Mich. St. 37,Indiana 19
Notre Dame 64, Duke 0
Michigan 28, Northwestern 20
Nebraska 21, Oklahoma st. 6
Missouri 10, Oklahoma 7
Oberlln 14, Wooster 13
Evansville 14, Murray 12
Marshall 16, Kent St. 7
Illinois Wesleyan 42,Millikin 7
Drake 31, South'. . kota 14
Central 34, Winona State 7
Rock Island 31, Carroll 6
Bowling Green 28, Ohio U. 0
Cincinnati 17, Louisville 3
Illinois 49, Wisconsin 14

Congratulations
Elaine Zales
Delta Upsilon
Sweefhecrrf 7966

Ohio State 14, Iowa 10
Colorado 35, Kansas 18
Iowa State 30, Kansas State 13
Miami, Ohio 38, Dayton 6
Purdue 16, Minnesota 0
FAR WEST
UCLA 10, Stanford 0
Army 6, California 3
Colorado State 35, W. Texas State
26
Idaho 40, Montana 6
New Mexico State 47, New Mexico 12
Oregon State 24, Washington 13

FOOD DRIVE
FOR
WOOD COUNTY
WELFARE
Food & Money
will be used for
needy families

for

THANKSGIVING
Sponsored By
Beta Thera Pi
Thurs. & Fri.
17 - 18
Bring Food or Money
to Beta House.
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GO JIM GO - Falcon halfback Jim Hardin uses free hand to keep balance
as he picks hole to run through in Saturday's game. Note quarterback P.J.

Nyitray (15) throwing block. Play gained seven yards and set up BG touchdown. Photos by Mike Kuhlin.

One Man's Opinion

BG Throttles
Bobcats, 28-01 Wondering If—
By TOM MIME
Assistant Sports Editor
Eddie Jones just smiles sheepishly anil scratches his head
whenever questioned about his
first game with the Falcons this
season, against 1'ampa.
Jones was a defensive back
in the season opener, and to put
it mildly, didn't exactly tear up
the oppostion.
So the 6-1, 180-pound sophomore was switched to right end
by coach Hob (.'ibson, a move
that might rank as one of the
best in BG football history.
In Saturday's game, a laugh
filled 28-0 romp over visiting
Ohio University, Jones snagged
11 passes, a Howling Green alltime team record, and upped his
season
total to 32 a MidAmerican Conference season record.
At this point looking back over
the year, Jones just shrugs and
says, "It's easier to catch a
pass than defend against one."
For him, at least, that seems
to be an understatement.
But Eddie wasn't the only star,
or for that matter, even the
biggest, according to Bowling
Green's
somewhat prejudiced
fans.
The Golden Boy,P.J. Nyitray,
was once again afforded the lion's
share of applause, at least until late in the fourth quarter
when the crowd learned of Jones'
record.
P.J. completed 11 of 17passes
(.647 per cent) for 139 yards,
and though he threw no scoring passes, he set quite a few
up.
The Falcons were never in any
trouble, as the final score may
"have indicated. They managed
to punch their first score of
the afternoon across in the opening quarter, as coach Gibson
alternated the passing of Nyitray
with the running of Fd Colleti

How It Read}

ou
BG

0
0

0
14

0
0

0- 0
14-28

BG-Rodich 1 run (Perry kick)
BG-Cranmer 16 run (Perry
kick)
BG-Radich 1 run (Perry kick)
BG-Jones 2 pass from Jacques
(Perry kick)
Attendance - 15,068

and Chuck Radich in the drive.
The Falcons moved to the OU
3-yard line, where they picked
up a first down, then ran Colleti
twice and Radich twice. The
230-pound Radich bulled over
from a yard out, at 7:26, and
Jim Perry's extra point made the
score 7-0.
Ohio thentook possession of the
ball for 4 plays, before being
benevolent enough to turn it back
over to Bowling Green.
The Falcons rambled 51 yards
in 7 plays, the score coming on
a well-executed left end sweep,
with halfback Dave Cranmer
carrying. The play covered 16
yards, and Cranmer was never
touched until he crossed the 5yard line.
The scoring didn't resume until
the fourth quarter as neither
team could mount much of an
offensive threat throughout the
third stanza.
In the final period, Nyitray
started things off with a 21 yard
completion to Jones, putting the
ball on the Bobcat 40.
Six
runs and a pair of passes brought
the ball to the one, where Radich got the call, and responded
with the touchdown. Perry booted
the extra point to make it 21-0.
Russ Jacques and Nyitray
alternated at the quarterbacking
control in BG's next series,
and the two teamed up for the
final score of the game.
Jacques completed 3 of 3 for
15 yards and Nyitray chipped in
with 2 more completions for 20
yards. The score came at 3:54
on a pass from Jacques to Jones.
Perry rang up his fourth point
of the afternoon on the conversion, and the final score was
28-0.
A review of the game statistics gives an indication of how
completely the Falcons dominated the contest.
BG totaled 23 first downs to the
Bobcats' 5, racked up 344 yards
total offense compared to 57
for Ohio, and completed 16 of
24 passes for 180 yards, while
OU threw 9 times, completing
2 for 14 yards.
Bowling Green has now won 3
straight games, and holds a season record of 5-3. The Falcons' last outing of the season
comes next Saturday when they
take the field against Temple
University in Philadelphia.

By JOHN GUGGER
Sports Editor
JUST WONDERING IF:
If someone didn't blow the whistle too soon on
old University stadium. While lacking the seating capacity of the new stadium, it was, at least
completed. It would have proved a suitable, if
crowded, replacement for another season while
construction continued on the new stadium.
In rain and snow you didn't need engineers
boots to squirm across the mud and water to get
to a seat. Poor weather for all four home games
didn't add to the problems.
The original contract called for completion of
the new edifice by December of this year. This
means those who knew werefairly aware it wouldn't
be finished by the 1966 season.
• • •
If Minnesota had beaten Purdue to become the
Big Ten's Rose Bowl representative.
Murray Warmath's Gophers had lost to Missouri, Kansas, were ripped 49-0 by Michigan,
and tied by lowly Indiana.
The Big Ten owes a debt of gratitude to Purdue.
Since Michigan State is ineligible, the
Boilermakers earned the Rose Bowl role by their
Saturday victory.
It's nice to have a sense of humor, but Minnesota in the Rose Bowl Bowl would have been
carrying things too far.
It was Purdue head coach Jack Mollenkopf's
"fullfillment of a lifetime's work" to get the Rose
Bowl bid.
But the Bowling Green University grad might
not be making the trip had the NCAA included
in its recent suspension of Purdue a clause forbidding bowl competition. The suspension came
about as a result of alleged recruiting violations.
• • »
If a certain freshman would be attending school
here if he didn't play sports.
The youth had originally accepted a scholarship to the University of Toledo, but when it was
found someone else had taken his entrance exam
for him, the scholarship was recinded.

Bowling Green officals learned of the story
and unhesitantly accepted the youth and placed
him on partial aid after he passed another entrance
test.
He was an.all-city football player, all-state
wrestler, and all-city baseball player.
* * »
If some of the minor sport coaches will some
day stop complaining and start complying.
They are the first to call when they feel they
haven't been given a big enough play in the paper.
And they are the last to offer some form of
co-operation on pre-game and out-of-town stories.
* • •
If the man who schedules National Football
League doubleheaders forgot to consult the
standings for Sunday's double- telecast.
In the first game Detroit played Minnesota.
Detroit is in last place in the Western Division
of the NFL, and the Vikings are only a halfgame above them. True-to-form, it was a close
game with Detroit winning, 32-31.
In the nightcap New York's Giants faced the Los
Angeles' Rams. New York has won only one game
in nine tries this season while the Rams hit
.500 with their victory over the Giants, 55-14.
The outcome, quite obviously, was never in doubt.
* • •
If Detroit radio station WJR's "loser of the
day" isn't its own sports director. Bob Reynolds.
The "loser" feature is a regular Monday-morning snide remark by announcer J.P. McCarthy.
During a recent Detroit-Chicago game, the
Lions marched downfield trailing 10- 7 in the last
quarter.as Reynolds said:**WelL Detroit is infieldgoal position but I'm sure everybody in the ballpark realizes they are not going to kick. They
want to win the game, it's an all-or-nothing
situation."
Of course, Detroit kicked a field goal and the game
ended in a 10-10 toe.
* • *
And finally, an inside prediction: Watch for
SPORTS ILLUSTRATED to tab Bowling Green's
basketball team as its choice to win the 1966-67
Mid-American Conference championship.

When it's
time to
eat, it's

YOUR PLACE
202 S. Main
THE RECORD-SETTER -Falcons' Ed Jones runs with the bai
after catching pass from P.J. Nyitray. Jones set MAC passcatching record with 32 for season.

"We Specialize
in home cooked food."

